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ABSTRACT

A number of novel concepts were utilized in a 1I PROCUREMENT SUMMARY
procurementbid _ to award a contract for the
stabilization of a mixed wastewater treatment plating The key concepts of the procurement contract are
line sludge from the .Reactor Materials Department summarizexlbelow:
(M-Ar_) at the SavannahRiver Site (SRS).

• The sludge is to treated and stabilized at a fixed
I INTRODUCTION unit price (per gallon),

• The Request for Proposals (RFP) did not specify
The mixed waste sludge originated from nickel the type of treatment, only that the contractor had

plating and aluminum forming operations in the M- to meet specific final wasteform acceptance
Area at the Savannah River Site• The M-Area (leaching)criteria,
mission was to lxoviae re,actor components for the • The offerors were required todemonstrate that they
weapons material production at the SRS. These could meet the final wasteform criteria with a[/
reactorcomponentsincluded enricheduraniumreactor actual radioactive sample of the M-Area sludge_
assemblies, depleted uranium targets (for plutonium prior to submitting their final offer,
predation) and lithium/aluminum targets (for tritium • The offerors were required to include the ratio of
production). The majority of plating line wastes the final volume of stabilized waste to the original
resulted from the plating of nickel onto depleted volume of sludge, including the fill rate (or
uranium "slugs", prior to encapsulating in aluminum loading factor) in the waste container,
housings. These plating line wastes have been stored • The final bid was adjusted based on the final
in on.sit_ storage tanks, beginning in 1985. The volume of stabilized waste, using a mixed waste
plating line sludges areno longerbeing generated, due disposal cost at SRS of ~$3100/m3 (~$90/cubic
to the changing mission of the Savannah River Site. foot),
The stored sludges can therefore be treated in a one • The bid price was to include the number of

" time operation, without the need for a permanent disposal containers to be used, and the unit price
facility for long term treatment. The mixed waste percontainer,
must be treated to meet the Land Disposal • A penalty/bonus clause was included in the
Restrictions treatment criteria for F006 wastewater contract, to insure that the offerors would not
treatment sludges, under-estimatethe final volume ratio,

A Life CycleCost study indicatedthat a one-time • The final bid was adjusted to account for the unit
treatment by a subcontractor, using temporary or cost of treatment of any liquid effluents generated
portable equipment would afford a cost saving of by the contractor, and subsequentlytransfer to and
approximately $40 million, vs. the construction and treated by WSRC prior to release via an permitted
operation of a permanent facility. 1 A Request for ouffall,
Proposals (RFP) was issued to interested offerors for • The final bid was adjusted based on the cost of
the one time treatment and stabilization of the M- electrical power, basedon the offerors' proposal,
Area mixed wastes. • The RFP stated that the contractor would be

allowed to remove and reuse any equipment from
the SRS, as long as the contractor had the
appropriate radioactive license(s), and the

_ equipment met Department of Transportation
(I30"13shipping regulations,
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" . • The offercfs were required to provide a cost of any (0.27 m3/drum), and the number and cost of the
equipment for which they could be compensated, if drums was included in the final bid cost.
left behind at job completion (the final bid price
was adjusted for the cost of this equipment). The bid proposals also included adjustment

factors for treatmentof any liquid effluents generated
It is believed that these new concepts allowed the by the subcontractor. The stabilization facility is to

most cost effective contractaward for the treatment of be constructed immediately adjacent to the waste
the M-Area mixed wastes, storage tanks and an industrial WasteWater Treatment

(WWT) facility in M-Area, the Dilute Effluent
PROCUREMENT PROCESS Treatment Facility (DET_. It was assumed that any

liquid effluents from the stabilization facility could be
The contract award was based on a combination treated in a more cost effective m_ner by using the

of technical and cost considerations, existing wastewater facility, rathe than requiring the
vendor to construct and operate a new, separate

The technical aspects included an evaluation of facility. The cost of operating the M-Area WWT
the technicalvalidityoftheproposedprocess(es)(i.e., facility was assumed to b', approximately
would the process work?), the physical resources of $2.50/gallon of saturated effluent. "Saturated
the proposer and the expertise of the personnel Effluent" was defined as effluent containing 1800
proposed to work on the program, and prior mg/L of aluminum, as that is the key constituent
experience of the firm with treatment and stabilization controlling the treatment rate in the DE'IF. The
of mixed (radioactive and hazardous) wastes. This offerors were required to include the total volume of
paper will concentrate on the cost and the bid award saturated effluents to be transferred to the DETF
considerations, ratherthan the technical aspects, facility for treatment, in their final proposal. This

volume was then multiplied by $2.50/gallon. and the
A. Cost Considerations final contract price bid was adjusted.

The primary cost considerationwas the unitprice It was assumed that a vendor operating a
($/m3 orgallon) to treatthe mixed waste sludge. The temporary,or mobile facility would need to use the
RFP assumed a minimum of -1890 m3 (-500,000 existing SRS infrastructure (i.e.; electricity, wate_
gallons) of sludge, up to a maximum of -2750 m3 instrument air, breathing air, etc.). The costs of such
(730,000 gallons). The main cost element was the utilities may be factoredinto the bid process in two
proposedcost to treat the maximum volume of waste, ways:
The f'malawardalso included the cost to the Savannah 1) the utilities are metered and provided to the
River Site for the final disposal of the stabilized contractor, and he is charged for those cost. The cost
wasteform. It was assumed that the final stabilized of such utilities is provided to the bidders, and they
waste would be disposed in onsite Hazardous then add the anticipated costs to their unit price bid in
Waste/Mixed Waste (HW/MW) disposal vaults. The the final proposal, or
cost of this disposal was conservatively estimated at 2) the bidders estimate their utility usage in their bid
-$3100/m 3 (-$90/cubic foot or -$12.00 gallon), package, and the costs are then added to the final bid
basedon a capitalconstructioncostofa HW/MW asanadjustment.
vault(in1997)of $7.5million,and a storage
capacityof2420m 3 (i.e.;639,000gallonsor..9000, Inhowever,iftheelectricalorotherutilityneeds
71 gallon square drums). The offerors were required are substantial, then WSRC would have to anticipate
to include a final volume ratio and container loading and provide for those requirements. If high voltages,
factoras a part of theirixoposals. The final bids were or amperage, were needed - then additional electrical
then corrected by a factor of -$3100/m 3 power connections could be needed on-site. The costto WSRC of providing those utilities (which were
($12.00/gallon) times the predicted final volume. not readily available) was estimated, and factored into
This "correction" factor was then added to the unit the bid awar'l. In a vitrification process, for example,
price treatment cost, to determine the overall cost to the cost of electricity and the cost of modifying the
the SRS. electrical supply could be a major cost of the bid

The Finalbidproposalwastoinclude the number process.

and unit price cost of the final containers for the Eitherway, the cost informationallows the most
stabilized waste. The RFP specified that the container cost effective proposal to be selected. Under-
was to be a square, 71 gallon (0.27 m3) drum, or estimating the cost or need of such utilities can
equivalent. The predicted final volume of stabilized substantially penalize the contractor, as he will be
waste was therefore divided by 71 gallons per drum
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. " responsible for any costs greater than his bid; over- the wastewithin 48 hours of the completion of the
" estimating the utility r_eexlscan lose the bid. eRR.

• one additional cost proposal was requested, "tq_is
The second type of adjustment was utilized in the was the cost to speed up the construction and

award of this contract for thecost of electrical power, mobilization timing from 6 months to 5 months,
Each offeror was required to include their estimated and/or 4 months. This cost estimate was requested to
electrical use, in total kilowatt hours. The final unit determine thecost penalty of a faster mobilization, if
price cost was then corrected by a factor of requested by the regulatory authorities.
$0.052/kW hour. This cost estimate is a fixed cost,
and any electrical usage above the bid amount will be B. Final Wasteform Type and Volume Bonus/
borne by the contractor (i.e.; WSRC will have a Penalty Adjustments
meteron our side of the fence).

The Request for Proposal (RFP) specified the
Based on the bid proposals, WSRC estimated final wasteforrn acceptance specifications, i.e.; the

that the additional cost of providing the utility type of wasteform was NOT pre-determined. All
connections would be the same for each of the bids, results of treatability studies previously conducted by
or -$250,000. WSRC were included in the RFP. This provided the

offerors with a "head start" on what techniques or
A number of other deliverables were included in tec.hnologies might, or might not, be effective. The

the RFP. These were: two technologies which WSRC had tested were
• the unit price of "clean closing each of the six cementatious stabilization, which required a pre-
132 m3 (35,000 gallon) storage tanks and each of the rinsing step to remove the high concentration of
three 1894 m 3 (500,000 gallon) storage tanks. The sodium nitrate from the sludge, and direct
tanks are to be cleaned to meet rinsate concentrations vitrification. Both of these techniques had _een
of the major hazardous constituents in the waste demonstrated by WSRC to meet the Land Disposal
sludge (nickel and lead). The rinsate concentrations Restrictions criteria for an F006 hazardous was,e, and
specified in the RFP were based on a previous closure the desired delisting leaching criteria for uranium and
plan that had been approved by the South Carolina nitrate. Other technc!_gies, such as stabilization in
regulatory authority, bitumen or sulfur cement were not precluded in th_
• the unit price to provide a Detailed Description RFP, but it was assumed that cementatious
(DD) of the process and process equipment. This DD stabilization and vitrification would be the leading
is to be equivalent to the title II design for a major technologycontenders.
DOE construction project, and would therefore
support the preparation and submission of the A penalty/bonus clause was included in the
appropriate permits, contract award. The final volume of the wasteform
• the bidders were asked to provide a unit price for was an important parameter in the cost analysis.
the development of a "StartupPlan". A Startup Plan Each offeror was required to specify the ratio of the
is a planning document required by DOE orders to final volume of product to the initial volume of
conduct an _tional Readiness Review (eRR) for waste. For example, an increaseof 50% in the final
certain nuclear facilities. The necessityof couducting wasteform volume would have a ratio of 1.50; a 75%
an eRR, and the preparationof the StartupPlan had volume reduction would have a ratio of 0.25. In order
not been determined duringthebid awardprocess, but to insure that the offerors would not under estimate
the bidders were asked to provide the cost of the final volume ratio, a penalty factor was included
supporting the preparationof such a StartupPlan. in the contract. Since a penalty clause was included,
• the cost of providing assistance to WSRC during a bonus clause is required in a procurement contract.
the construction and mobilization phase was also
included. It is anticipated that WSRC will request No penalty/bonus would be applied if the final
modifications topttr.edmts,_,andequipment wasteform volume were within +/- 10% of the
during that phase, and a unit price cost to support volume ratio specified in the final offer. If, for
those change requestswas included, example, the volume ratiowere 0.50, then no penalty
• a weekly standby cost, while WSRC and the or bonus would apply if the actual, as produced, final
DOE conducted a formal eRR was included. It was wasteform volume ratio were between 0.45 to 0.55.
assumed tha_it would take 8 to 12 weeks to complete A penalty (orbonus) of $1584/m3 ($6.00 per gallon)
an eRR - after construction is complete and the would be applied between 10% to 25% of the final
process is ready to operate.Thecontractorwould have predictedvolume. For example, the vendor could earn
to be available to modify any concerns developed a $1584/m3 bonus if the final wasteform volume
during the eRR, and be prepared to start treatmentof were between 0.37 and 0.449 (using a specified ratio

of 0.50). Conversely, if the final volume were



• _' between 0.551 to 0.625, then the vendor would be million. The final contract included the preparation
" penalized $1584/m 3. The volume to be treated, and of a detailed design of the process and equipment,

on which the volume ratio would be determined, support of Operational Readiness Reviews by WSRC
would be mutually agreed by the vendor and WSRC and the Department of Energy (DOE), a one time fee
at the start of treatment. A bonus or penalty of to mobilize in 4 months, instead of 6 months _.if
$3168/m 3 ($12.00/gallon) would be applied if the requested), "clean closure" of six, 35,000 gallon and
final volume ratio exceeded 25% of specified ratio, four, 500,000 gallon storage tanks, and the cost of
The bonus or penalty would be applied to the volume any equipment to be left at the completion of job.
of waste whichexceeded the predicted final volume. The final adjusted bid, including the volume and

utility adjustments was approximately $6.5 million
If for example, the initial waste volume were less that the next lowest bid. The concepts used in

2460 m3 (650,000 gallons) and the volume ratio this bid award set new a standard for the most cost
reduction and combined loading factor(as loaded into effective approach for the treatment and stabilization
the drums) were 1.0, then the predicted final volume of mixed wastes at DOE sites by independent
would be 2460 m3. The no penalty/bonus range contractors.

(:1,..10%)would be -2215 to -2700 m3. If the final ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
wasteform had a volume of 2750 m3, then the

supplierwould be chargeda penalty of $158,000 (50 This paper was prepared in connection with work
m3-x 3168/m3). done under Contract No. DE-AC09-89SR18035 with

the U, S. Department of Energy. By acceptance of the
It should be noted that the volume ratio includes this paper, the publisher and/or recipient

the loading factor in the final storage container. This acknowledges the U. S. Government's right to retain
contract specified a 71 gallon, square container. A a non-exclusive royalty.free license in and to any
square container allows a higher packing density in copyright covering this paper, along with the right to
the final disposal facility. Therefore, the final volume reproduce and to authorize others to reproduce all or
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An additional novel aspect of this contract 1. J.B. Pickett, el. al., "Treatment and Disposal of
includedthe concept that the vendorwould be allowed a Mixed Waste F006 Plating Line Sludge at the
to remove his equipment and reuse it for the treatment Savannah River Site," Prec. of the 2rid International
of other wastes, at other sites - as long as the Mixed Waste Symposium, Baltimore, MD, August
contractorhad the appropriatetreatment (or storage) 17-20, 1993.
permits, and radioactive licenses. It would be
extremelydifficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate
that no radioactivity (above background) remained
inside the equipment, at the completion of the M-
Area activities. However, the contract allows the
vendor to remove and reusehis equipment,as long as
it meets the approla'iateDepartmentof Transportation
(DOT) radioactive shipping regulations. This
prevented the need to reimbursethe contractor for
equipment, if it could be used elsewhere. The
regulatorypermitsfor the processwill include criteria
to insure that theequipmentis notcontaminatedwith
hazardousmalcrial, prior to removalfrom the SRS,
The offerors were required to include the cost of any
equipment which could be left behind, and the final
bidprice wasadjustedfor these costs.

A contract was awarded for the treatmentand
stabilizationof up to -2750 m3 (730,000 gallons) of
a mixed waste sludge at the SR$. The winning
bidder,GT$ Duratek,of Columbia, MA_proposeda
vitrifw.ationprocess at a total contm:t price of -$13.9
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